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LOCATION

The Burwash Claim Group is shown on the Claim Location 

Map with the report and is in Cotton Township, 40 miles due north of 

Sudbury, Ontario. Iron is the only metal of possible importance known 

on the property.

ACCESS

At present easy access to the property is by aircraft, landing

on Burwash Lake adjacent to the deposit. However, a logging road has
t

been extended into Burwash Lake from a Hydro access road east of the 

property. The distance to Sudbury through Capreol by road is about 55 

miles.

PROPERTY

A total of 68 unpatented claims is held in one block covering 

an approximate area of 2800 acres. The group is under option to Ironco 

Mining fe Smelting Limited.
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PURPOSE OF THE SURVEY

This work was undertaken to determine the extent of iron 

formation on the property by means of outcrop mapping and magneto 

meter surveys.

SUMMARY OF WORK TO DATE

Although the records have never been made public it is 

quite evident that much of the iron formation was extensively tested 

50 years or more ago. There is much evidence of pitting and trenching 

and of some early drilling on the iron over the whole of the claim group. 

A brief reference is made to this in the report of the Iron Ore Committee- 

page 205 (Ontario Dept of Mines-1923).

After the early investigations failed to disclose high grade 

iron deposits the area was largely neglected for the next forty years. 

Existing Government geological maps show the area as underlain by 

granite whereas in fact the geology is quite complex.

In 1953 the M. A. Hanna Company examined the deposits as 

possible concentrating ores. A large group of claims as staked and was 

prospected by dip-needle surveys. This work by Hanna was continued in 

1955-56 with extensive mapping and drilling of at least 59 holes. In 1958 

the Hanna Company temporarily closed its operations at Moose Mountain 

about 16 miles to the south and the claims at Burwash came open.
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Summary of Work to Date-continued

The area was staked by Mr. Ed Blanchard at that time and 

has been held by Messrs. Watts, Blanchard, et al.

Part of the work carried out by the Hanna Company was filed 

with the Ontario Dept of Mines in 1957 for assessment purposes including 

logs of the first 37 drill holes, totalling 10, 138 feet. This report is based 

on detailed geological mapping and magnetometer surveys carried out by 

Ironco field crew this past summer using available Hanna drill logs and 

analyses.

MAPPING PROCEDURES

Copies of claim surveys on file with the Dept of Mines were 

obtained and were used as a base for the field mapping.

All claim lines and picket lines were cleaned out and re- 

chained. A map grid was laid out and sheets compiled on I'^lOO'. 

Outcrop mapping was carried out along and between the surveyed lines 

in the areas where iron was known to outcrop.

Magnetometer surveys were run over the same areas, readings 

being taken at 25' intervals using a Sharpe A-3 Magnetometer, The total 

vertical intensity of the earth's magnetic field was calculated and 60, 000 

gammas were deducted from all readings, thereby giving a local reading 

above a 60, 000 gamma norm. Three magnetometer base stations were
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Mapping Procedures-continued

used as reference points. The principal station No. l is located on detail 

sheet B4. No. 2 on B3 and No. 3 on C5. The sensitivity of the readings is 

4- 25 gammas.

A total of 404,400' of line was cut and chained, and a total of 

9695 magnetometer stations were read.
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TABLE OF FORMATIONS 

(Burwash Lake Area)

Pleistocene

Sand, gravel and surface till

Great unconformity 

Precambrian

Major folding fe faulting 

Proterozoic

Upper Huronian

Lorrain quartzite 

Gowganda conglomerate

Great unconformity-folding 

Archeozoic

Matachewan (?) Diabase dikes (intrusive) 

Algoman Pegmatite (intrusive)

Granite (intrusive) 

Haileyburian (?) Diorite and Gabbro (intrusive)

Keewatin Iron formation and associated quartzite, 
interbedded with dioritic lavas and tuffs.
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GEOLOGY AND STRUCTURE

The rocks of the area are Precambrian in age, and they are 

partially covered by a mantle of glacial ground till varying in thickness 

up to 30' or more.

The oldest rocks are Keewatin or Archean and include 

dioritic lavas and iron formation. These rocks are cut by at least 

four types of later intrusive.

Just to the north of the property, steeply tilted beds of 

upper Huronian age cross Burwash and Sand spit Lakes. These sedi 

ments cut off the iron formation though it may well recur to the north. 

Since no dikes or intrusives were observed cutting these sediments all 

intrusives that cut the iron formation are therefore considered early Pre 

cambrian or Archeozoic in age.

Iron Formation

This probably represents a once extensive series of sediments 

which has been complexly folded with dioritic lavas. Included with this 

is a quartzite or lean iron formation which is best exposed west of Tillie 

Creek, see map. Part of this is too low grade to be considered as pos 

sible ore.
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Iron Formation-continued

The iron formation is a hard banded grey dense to fine grained 

rock consisting essentially of magnetite and silica. The grade of the forma 

tion varies from 20 to 50^o or more in iron and might average 30^o. How 

ever, there are interbeds of chloritic schists and many small intrusive dikes 

which cut the average grade. Available analyses indicate a low content of 

phosphorus titanium and sulphur. Part of the iron has been converted to 

silicate by metamorphism.

Due to the complex structure of the formation its thickness is 

not known. The least width considered as minable is 200' and the maximum 

width known to date is 750'. It has been cut by drilling to a depth of 300 1 .

Lavas and Tuffs

These are greenish fine grained, chloritic, structureless lavas 

and faintly banded to distinctly bedded tuffs of the same general composition. 

They appear to occur above and below the iron and in fact may be to some 

extent interbedded with it.

Intrusive Rocks

There are at least four intrusives that cut the iron formation. 

One of these is a dioritic rock of possible early Archean age. Others are 

irregular dikes or intrusions of granite and pegmatite and the fourth is a 

diabase of probable late Archean, age as set out in the Table of Formations.
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Intrusive Rocks-continued

These intrusive s vary in width from a few feet to several hundred feet.

The diabase, granite and diorite are considered to have steep 

dips from field observations and interpretation of drilling.

High magnetic readings were obtained over pegmatite where 

it intrudes iron. Furthermore, pegmatite similar to those at Burwash 

are known to have shallow dips in other areas. A study of Hanna drill 

logs indicates that the pegmatites at Burwash Lake have similar low dips, 

usually striking north-easterly with 20 to 30* dips to the north or north 

west.

Cobalt Conglomerate fe Lorrain Quartzite

These late Precambrian sediments outcrop along Burwash 

Lake, Burwash Creek and Sandspit Lake just north of the Ironco holdings. 

All of the previously described rocks pre-date these and consist of a 

band of boulder conglomerate and another separate band of very clean 

white quartzite. Since they do not occur in outcrop on the property they 

will not be further described.

GEOLOGY AND STRUCTURE

The iron formation and the lavas are tightly folded and 

steeply dipping. The fold structure is in the form of an irregular "S"

some 7 1/2 miles in length.
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Geology and Structure-continued

West of lillie Creek the iron formation has a sharp west 

pointing "V" form and may be anticlinal with west pitch. At Tillie Creek 

the synclinal fold with low northwest pit is cut along the axis by granite. 

The west limb of a great anticlinal fold structure is stretched or faulted 

and the iron to the east of Burwash Lake is the steeply dipping east limb 

of the fold. This continues to the east of Twin Lake where a second syn 

clinal structure with a low northwest pitch is again cut by irregular intru 

sion of granite and pegmatite.

Beyond this fold the iron formation continues to the northwest 

on the south side on anticlinal structure to Gourlay Lake. Here the iron 

swings around to the east with flat dips at the fold axis indicating a low 

north west pitch. The iron formation extends east to Sandspit Lake with 

a fairly uniform thickness and with steep north dip. At Sandspit Lake the 

mapping indicates a tight double synclinal structure with the iron forma 

tion on the north limb of the fold extending into the Lake where it may be 

cut off by Proterozoic sediments.

INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SURVEYS

The iron formation on the claim group was traced by detailed 

mapping for a total length of 7. 2 miles and over a maximum width of 750'.
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Interpretations of the Surveys-continued

It was found that the interpreted extent of the iron could be best dis 

closed by combining the outcrop mapping with the direct reading of 

the magnetometer surveys. It was found impractical to interpret the 

magnetometer work without direct comparison with the mapping, due 

no doubt, to the complex structure along the zone and the number of 

intrusives that cut the iron. Consequently, the magnetometer maps 

submitted with this report record only the direct readings and the 

interpreted extent of iron without any attempt at an interpretation of 

magnetic contours. The grade of iron as determined by the earlier 

Hanna drilling is possibly ZO^o soluble iron.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The property has considerable merit as a possible producer 

of beneficiating iron ore due to the indicated size of the deposits and 

their location. A programme of drilling is recommended to determine 

the grade and extent of the iron in depth.
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